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Presidents’ Message

KATHY NEIBART
&
REBECCA WANATICK
s we move into 2021, we focus on the possibilities for our
months ahead with a new vaccine, warmer days and the
hope of being able to physically come together as an MJCBY
community. The phrase, “light at the end of the tunnel” continues to echo through so many conversations recently. Things
certainly seem to be more hopeful. In looking for a Jewish
connection to this phrase, we thought about Purim, which falls
at the end of this month. Purim…the time when we were last
physically together as a community.

A

At the beginning of the Megillah, G-d’s light is hidden from the
Jewish people. We were in exile and being persecuted (sounds
like many familiar holiday tales). As the story progresses, Esther and Mordechai realized that they had the opportunity to
do something to save their own people, something to make a
difference for themselves and the lives of others. They were
able to see a “light at the end of the tunnel,” and took action
to achieve their goals.
As we move through these next few months, we need to continue
to persevere and look for those bright moments. We see the
many ways by which we continue to help protect ourselves and
others. We wear our masks, keep our physical distance and look
forward to receiving the vaccine when it’s our time. We see the
“light at the end of the tunnel” too. We need to recognize that
it won’t happen without our contributions. Just as Esther and
Mordechai stood up and took action, we need to take responsibility, step up and do our part to increase the light.
As an MJCBY community, we continue to be here for our members, have welcomed new people and have found new and creative ways to see one another. We look forward to seeing everyone again soon, both online and hopefully in person before
too long. Continue to hold onto hope and look for the “ light at
the end of the tunnel.” As always, please let us know if there is
anything we can do to help you and your families.
B’shalom,
Kathy and Becca

From the Desk of the Rabbi
Who Was That Masked Man?
A Proposal for Purim Unveiled

I

n the late 1940’s and into the
1950’s one of the most popular
T.V. shows was, The Lone Ranger.
Without going into the story line,
suffice it to say the main character,
The Lone Ranger himself, always wore a mask. At the end
of every episode, after the Lone Ranger and his close friend
and ally, the Native American, Tonto, saved the day, just as
they rode off into the sunset, one of the grateful people who
had been helped or saved, would ask: “Who was that masked
man?” They never got an answer, only the sight and sound
of the hero turning to his trusted steed and exclaim: Hi Ho,
Silver-away!
Those watching at home knew the backstory and understood
why the face of the hero was always covered by a mask. But
it was always left for those who needed his help on the show
to wonder: Who was that masked man?
As we approach Purim, we come face to face with masks. In
one of the most well known Purim songs we even sing about
Mashaychot.
But why? Why and when did wearing masks become such a well
known and celebrated part of the Purim celebrations? Wearing
masks is certainly not in Megillat Esther. The Megillah sets
out four mitzvot for Purim: Hear the Megillah, Give Matanot
L’aevyonim- tzedakah to the poor- Mishloach Manot- sending
gifts of food to our friends and Seudah - a festival feast. Not
a mask in sight.
Wearing masks on Purim most likely (according to some
historians) started in the 1400’s in the Jewish communities
of Italy, borrowed from the many Carnivals that took place.
From there, the custom of masks and even carnivals spread
around the Jewish world. Only then do Jewish sources go back

to find a way to suggest that of course, wearing masks was
there all along. One idea is that Esther hid her Jewish identity
in order to become Queen. Another suggestion goes to the
moment when Mordechai was dressed in the King’s clothes to
be honored. The third idea is that G-d was hidden in the story
all along.
What is the purpose of a mask? When you go a party or a
carnival wearing a mask, the idea is to be in disguise, so that
no one really knows who you are. That is why most masks
cover the top half of our face. As if to say: Guess who I am?
Today, wearing a mask suggests something so startlingly
different. We wear masks not for fun, but for health and
protection for ourselves and for those around us.
Notice the masks we wear today. Not over the top half of our
face but over the bottom half of our faces. When people look
at us, they cannot see if we are smiling. Are we happy, or
something in between?
So now let me unveil my proposal for Purim this year. The
chanting of the Megillah will be virtual. That gives us the
opportunity to be free from wearing a protective covid mask.
Let me, therefore, propose that each of us make our own mask
covering the top half of our face. And let’s use our creativity
to create a mask to let people know who you really are. What
do you want people to know about you? At the same time we
can leave the bottom of half of our faces free, so that we can
sing, smile and celebrate.
Who is that masked person? This year for Purim, it’s you! So
let yourself shine!
Hag Purim Samayach!
Rabbi David Nesson
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The Judie Gerstein Early Learning Center

R

egistration for our 8 week Summer Fun is now open!

Our program is perfect for children ages 18 months – 4 years.
Come and enjoy hands-on learning, fun activities, play outdoors,
weekly themes and much more! Every day brings a world of
excitement.
Please call (973)538-8284 or email michelle@mjcby.org for
more information.
Michelle Nulman

			FEBRUARY
2/12-16
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MID-WINTER BREAK		
NO SCHOOL / COME AND PLAY
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MJCBY News
MORRISTOWN JEWISH
CENTER BEIT
YISRAEL IS YOUR
COMMUNITY.

We are updating our records so that we have all of our
congregants' information correct in our systems. Please
complete the form and questions below.
The form should be mailed, emailed (office@mjcby.org) or
left in the mailbox outside the office.
If you would prefer to complete this form online, please
www.mjcby.org. The office will also be available to
you complete the form.

		
visit
ur clergy is here for you.
					help
		
			
Please let us know when you need us—
if someone is ill or in the hospital—
or when you want to share your good
news: a new baby, a marriage, or other
simcha. We want to know, but you have
to tell us. Please call the office at (973)
538-9292 or email office@mjcby.org.

O

m

When you have experienced the death
of a loved one, please contact Rabbi
Nesson at (973) 538-9292 or (973) 2859772 before you make any plans. In this
way, he will be most helpful in making
these preparations in a proper Jewish
manner.
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MJCBY News
Good & Welfare
Mazel Tov to:
Ross and Rebecca Lory on the birth of their daughter, Eleni.
Paul and Cheryl Ochs on the Bat Mitzvah of their granddaughter,
Hannah Miriam and to the Parents Matthew and Tia Mandel.
Condolences to:
On the passing of Bill Roth. Bill was the last surviving child
of MJCBY founders Harry and Gussie Roth, each of whom has
a dedicated window in our Sanctuary. For 60 years Bill served
our community on the board of the Beth Israel Cemetery.
Rabbi Nesson on the passing of his Uncle, Sumner Nudel.
Refuah Schlema to:
Dr Steve Neibart, Shane Neibart, Sharon Kellman, Joyce
Litchman, Larry Gotfried, Steven Abend, Ray Chimoff,
Jeff Czeisler, Jacob Green, Joyce Hoch, Fred Iskowitz, Sue
Jacobowitz, Nancy Medford, Sonya Oppenheimer, Barbara
Saltzman, Andrew Schwartz, Barbara Stein, Eli Diringer,
Tamara Goldberg, Steve Resnick, Rabbi David Nesson, Dennis
Frigand, Shirley Storgion, Florence Rudich, Irene Preiser and
Yair Frenkel.

WHAT IS GEMILUT HASADIM?
The Gemilut Hasadim Committee is here to help support you
and your family. We provide assistance to our MJCBY families
who are experiencing illness, recovering from surgery or need
help at a difficult time. We provide meals to help comfort
them and lessen one burden of needing to cook during these
times.
We are looking for volunteers to make an occasional meal for
a MJCBY member who is in need.

ELISA UDASKIN
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If you are interested in helping others or in
need, contact the MJCBY office or the Elisa
Udaskin at eudaskin@gmail.com. We will
discuss your needs and provide meals for
you and your family.
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Because of the pandemic, Nourish.NJ has
not been able to operate in its normal
way, by serving guests moving though
a serving line. Instead, they have been
handing out bags containing sandwiches,
fruit cups, a drink and other goodies. It’s not an ideal situation
– hot meals are not possible in this arrangement, but the food
is nourishing and provides needed sustenance.
For several years, the lunch food distribution has been
augmented by providing breakfast, with Nourish.NJ opening at
8 am to accommodate guests. The pandemic has interrupted
this activity as well. To compensate, they have begun a new
program, called Rise & Shine Breakfast Bag Program where
guests are provided with non-perishable food (e.g. shelfsafe milk, cereal, fruit cups, etc.) One of the interesting
developments that has come out of this new program is that
school-aged children are stopping by the Nourish.NJ location
(which recently relocated to 36 Sussex Avenue, just up the
block from the shul).
As we are unable to volunteer on our normal 4th Sunday of
the month stint at Nourish.NJ, this program provides us an
opportunity to volunteer by purchasing these ingredients,
assembling them and delivering them to Noursh.NJ.
For January, students in our Shalom Yeladim, and Religious
School have helped out – the SY kids by decorating the bags and
the RS kids doing the assembling. This effort teaches our youth
the important message of helping others in our community.
I invite all of our MJCBY families to help in this effort, either
by volunteering or by donating to our MJCBY Soup Kitchen fund
(providing 100 bags cost about $250). With all of us working
together, we will make it through this difficult time and provide
needed assistance to less fortunate people in our community.
Lou Bodian
Social Action Chair

RELIGIOUS
SCHOOL
STUDENTS
PACKING
BREAKFAST
BAGS FOR
THE SOUP
KITCHEN!

MJCBY News
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Life Long Learning
J

anuary’s Life Long Learning Programs included a fascinating talk by author Scott Seligman on his latest
book, “The Great Kosher Meat War of 1902: Immigrant Housewives and The Riots That Shook New York City.”
Scott enthralled us with the extensive research he did into this one of a kind story!
Rabbi Nesson launched a new series: “Coffee, Conversation, and Current Events’’ in which members can come
together to enjoy each other’s company and great conversation with the Rabbi.

In honor of Martin Luther King Day, a fascinating film entitled “They Ain’t Ready for Me” was sent to participants, followed by a discussion via zoom about the film’s heroine Tamar Menasseh, an African American Rabbinical student and
mother, leading the fight against violence on the South Side of Chicago, and beyond.
Tu B’Shevat was celebrated with a fun and delicious tree shaped Challah Bake led by Cantor Shana, as well as Cantor Shana’s highly
acclaimed mystical Tu B’Shevat Seder!
Please join us on February 7 in honor of Jewish Disabilities month as Kalman Samuels, the founder of the Shalva National Center
in Israel (www.shalva.org) shares his story with us. Kalman will take us on an odyssey through his early life as a Canadian child of
the 60’s and his unlikely path to becoming an ordained Rabbi in Jerusalem; from the idyllic beginnings of starting a family through
the labyrinths of hospital wards and court rooms. As a result of a personal promise to help others, the Samuels family established
the Shalva organization; but they could have never dreamed that this grass roots, local playgroup would one day become one of the
largest and most advanced centers for disability care and inclusion in the world.
The week of Purim will be an exceptionally busy and exciting one here at MJCBY! Starting with a virtual Hamantashen bake on Sunday
February 21, on to a virtual grogger making on Tuesday February 23, a Purim Shpiel on February 24, a Megillah Reading with costume
contest on February 25, and Purim Cocktails for the adults on February 27! Please join us for any or all of these fun events!
Happy Purim!
Miriam

8 •
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Life Long Learning
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Sisterhood News

PEPPI

JENNIFER

70 Women joined us for our innovative Paid up
program featuring Glassworks of
Morristown: 50 of them made projects. We
are astounded by their creativity and they now
have a keepsake for the year of COVID!

PAULA
BECCA

RITA

SUSAN

DEBBIE

RACHEL

MIMI
DIANE

ARY

IL
SARAH & H

SUSAN
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BEVERLY

DEBBIE

MARSHA

Sisterhood News

S

isterhood‘s Paid Up Event was a huge success. I hope everyone who participated
and made a Glassworks project will cherish
it and remember this COVID year as one of
ZOOM and innovation.

Sisterhood is comprised women of all ages who support each
other and the synagogue, women who work together for the
benefit of our MJCBY community and so much more…..

We will be starting our “How To” series this month. Some of the
offerings are better taught in person and those sessions are on
hold for now. These classes are limited in size so sign up quickly.
Only Sisterhood members who register will receive the link.

Note: New members to MJCBY receive complimentary first year
Sisterhood membership.
----------------------------------------------------------Please accept my $36.00 Sisterhood
dues for the year 2020/2021.

Watch your email for information of upcoming workshops since
this is the favored platform for communication.

$36.00 DUES - 2020-2021

Name:___________________________________		
Email: ___________________________________
Checks payable to MJCBY Sisterhood and mail to:

Donna Gross – Co-president
along with Dorothy Cohen

*****
A Thank you:
I wish to thank all who had extended condolences to me on the
death of my father, Joseph Terp, in December. In the December
newsletter, I had written about the things I missed. Hugging my
father along with the intimacy was one of the things I missed.
In the end, I was able to give my dad a final hug goodbye in the
Emergency room.
The love that was showered on me and Gerry was overwhelming.
Being part of the MJCBY family is a blessing and that is why we
consider MJCBY our home.
Thank you again for everyone’s thoughtfulness, whether a meal, a
card, a text or an email.
Words cannot express how grateful I am,
Donna Gross

MJCBY Sisterhood * 177 Speedwell Ave.
Morristown * NJ * 07960

TORAH FUND PINS
HAVE ARRIVED
The Torah Fund theme for 2020–2021
is B’Yachad, which means ‘Together.’ This theme signifies
the joy of sisterhood members working together to make
important contributions to the Jewish community through
their volunteer efforts at synagogues across the United States.
Our pride in being Jewish shows in everything we do. We are
high achievers in our professional and personal lives, and
we accomplish even more together! Each of us is one small
nugget of gold, but together our small gifts reflect and refract
the light inside us and help each other shine.
Every woman has the opportunity to participate in preserving,
promoting and perpetuating Conservative/Masorti Judaism
through active giving to the Torah Fund Campaign of Women’s
League in support of the Jewish Theological Seminary, Ziegler
School of Rabbinic Studies, Schechter Institute of Jewish
Studies, Seminario Rabinico, and Zacharias Frankel College.
Torah Fund has a new online donation page that can be
accessed at https://inspired.jtsa.edu/torahfund - Users can
select the campaign they wish to support.
Contact Linda Rosenbaum at blr1836@icloud.com or
973-895-2390 to recieve your pin with a $180.00 donation.
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Men’s Club
MEN'S CLUB DUES $36.00 2020-2021
Be a Mensch! Get involved, plan an event, offer new ideas!
Make checks payable to “MJCBY Men’s Club” - mail to: Doug Goldstein, 24 Forrest Road, Randolph, NJ 07869
Questions - dggldstn@yahoo.com or (973) 895-3082.
Name: _____________________________________Tel #: ______________________________________
Email: _____________________________________ We welcome new members. Contact Doug to get involved.

PA S S O V E R W I N E S A L E

Kosher Wine
Deadline - February 25
in case of typographical error
legal pricing Prevails

12 •
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Men’s Club
Men's Book Club
OUR BLOOD DRIVE
COLLECTED 38
UNITS OF BLOOD,
WHICH WILL SAVE
OVER 100 LIVES.

Interested in becoming a book club member?
Contact Howard Buxbaum at
HowardBuxbaum@gmail.com.
		
February 17American Dirt
		
Jeanine Cummings
March 1		

Stan Lee - A Life in Comics
Liel Leibovitz
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Family News

W

e invite you to share
in our happiness
“online” when our son,
Maxwell, is called to the
Torah as a Bar Mitzvah on
February 6, 2021. Max is
MAXWELL EISENBERG a seventh-grade student
at Randolph Middle School,
and his favorite subject is Science.
Max has a wide range of interests and is always
up for trying a new sport or activity. His favorite
sport, by far, is basketball. He also loves to play
chess or any type of board game. At home, Max
is known for being helpful and is always the first
to volunteer and lend a helping hand. He is also
wonderful with animals and takes good care of his
dog, Tasha.
For his Mitzvah project, Max will be collecting
new and gently used sports equipment to donate
to children in need. Max wants to make sure that
other children have the equipment they need to
play the sports they love.
Our family is incredibly grateful for the support we
have received from Cantor Shana, Rabbi Nesson,
Flo Sager, Miriam Krinsky, Max’s religious school
teachers, and the office staff at MJCBY. We
appreciate their help in preparing Max for his Bar
Mitzvah, especially during these unprecedented
times.

Religious School

A

fter a relaxing winter break, Religious School resumed on January 6. It was wonderful to see all
the smiling faces of our students again - both in person and on zoom!

Our students continue to make wonderful progress in
all of their classes, which we shared with parents in
our mid year progress reports, as well as in the detailed mid-year curriculum
reports that each class received.
During music classes, Cantor Shana taught us a variety of exciting new songs
and prayers, including Tu B’Shevat songs! On Tu B’Shevat itself (which fell
on a Wednesday this year), our Wednesday students enjoyed an exciting Tu
B’Shevat Seder led by Cantor Shana. Because the Seder included food, we all
joined via zoom that day. It was delicious, fun, and meaningful!
All of our teachers have especially exciting activities planned in preparation
for Purim, and February promises to be lots of fun at Religious School!
We are excited to present a fabulous Purim Shpiel on February 21 to the entire
community, written and directed by Cantor Shana, starring our 6 and 7 grade
students!
Happy Purim from MJCBY Religious School

MORAH SUZAN'S CLASS
ADVANCING IN THEIR
HEBREW SKILLS!

We are very proud of how well Max was able
to adapt and “virtually” prepare for his Bar
Mitzvah. Max has been incredibly engaged in
his preparations and eager to learn. Also, it has
been a joy to watch Max’s older sisters, Sophie and
Dina, support and mentor him along the way.
We look forward to sharing Maxwell’s special day
with all of you.
LEARNING NEW TU B’SHEVAT SONGS
14 •
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Contributions
BUILDING FUND
Stephen and Linda Prentiss in memory of Joseph Terp.
Alec and Laura Truitt.
EDUCATION ENDOWMENT FUND
Bonnie and Tom Welsh in memory of Mel Goldman, beloved
brother of Sharon and Jeffrey Garstein.
Barry and Ricki Sokol in memory of Joseph Terp, father of
Donna Gross.
Steven and Sheila Gudis in honor of Eileen Glasser’s
granddaughter’s Bat Mitzvah.
Leslie and Bruce Levy in memory of Joseph Terp, father of
Donna Gross.
Allan and Sue Berger in memory of Frieda Reinheimer.
Irwin and Beverly Berns in memory of Irwin Messinger and in
memory of Joseph Terp.
Ilene Wolff for the recovery of Stephen Neibart.
Florence Rudich in memory of Joseph Terp.
Rita and Larry Gotfried to Ira and Beverly Hammer in honor of
the birth of their grandson, Shai Kurlansky; to Paul and Kathy
Green on the birth of their granddaughter, Sylvia Grace Green
and in memory of Joseph Terp.
Keith and Michelle Usiskin.
GEMULIT HASIDIM FUND
Sue Wallenstein in memory of Rosalyn Shifrin.
Brian and Vicki Hart in memory of Richard Hart.
HELEN MORCHOWER FLOWER FUND
Hedy Gropper Starr in memory of Helen Morchower, Stephen
Starr, and Harry Morchower.
Richard Elkind in memory of Marjorie Elkind.
Sydney Levit in memory of Helen Green.

RABBIS FUND
Adrienne and Alan Chanin in honor of the birth their new
granddaughter, Daphne Chanin, born to Andrew and Sophie
Chanin.
Howard and Laurie Reingold in memory of Jack Nebrat.
Peter and Nina Blank in memory of Janice Tetelbaum.
Drs William and Susan Neigher in memory of Sarah Rubinson
and Molly Neigher.
Martin and Joyce London in memory of Abraham Koenig.
Richard Greif in memory of Helen Pundyk.
Dr. Marty and Joan Cohen and Family in memory of William
Cohen and in memory of Samuel S. Stern.
Kenneth Sidman in memory of Margie Sidman.
Peter and Marilyn Loeb in memory of Erwin Loeb.
Mitchell and Rebecca Gold wishing Rabbi Nesson a very Happy
Birthday! May you go from strength to strength! With much
fondness, the Golds.
SHALOM YELADIM FUND
Dr. Gary Gerstein in memory of Judie Gerstein.
Helena Kloder and Lou Bodian in memory of Mildred Gold.
Andrew and Laura Bauer donation to be used wherever it is
most needed.
SOUP KITCHEN FUND
Harriet Schwartz in memory of Dr. Kenneth D. Cohen.
Howard and Barbara Haimann in memory of Ida Silverstein.
Helena Kloder and Lou Bodian in memory of Ruth Bodian.
Brett and Adam Mayerson, Suzanne Jacobowitzs grandsons.
YARZHEIT FUND
Harriet Schwartz in memory of Dr. Kenneth D. Cohen.
Dorothy and Irv Cohen in memory of Harry Cohn and Fred
Cohen.

HISTORY FUND
Matthew and Rona Epstein in memory of Bess Epstein.

to explore options for contributions visit
http://www.mjcby.org/about-us/donate/
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Yahrzeits
SHABBAT FEBRUARY 5 & 6		
Shevat February		
24
6
Albert Abraham *
		
Evelyn Strelzoff Berger
		Harry Sklaver
25
7
Milton Buchbinder *
26
8
Evelyn Reiter *
27
9
Faye Abriola *
		Sam Hirsh
		Ann Steinberger
28
10
Victoria Rochlin Badik

SHABBAT FEBRUARY 19 & 20		
Adar
February		
8
20
Nachman Berin *
		
Sally E. Sutta
*
9
21
George Bodian *
		
Morris Jacob Preiser
		Luba Strelzoff
10
22
Goldie Brenman
		Estelle Feis
		Simon Goldmann
		Barbara Lupatkin

29
11
Anita Bienstock
30
12
Pauline Green
		Bruce Kletzkin *
		Max Warshaw

SHABBAT FEBRUARY 26 & 27		
Adar
February		
15
27
Harry Friedman *
		Ida Saltzman
16
28
Dorothy Cohen
		Helen Schneider
		Lillian Seltzer
		Jack Zagofsky
Adar
March		
17
1
Harriette Binik
		Max Fand
		Samuel Haimann *
		Bernhard Josephs
		Justin Loewensteiner

		Elaine Rovner
		Frances Tillinger
11
23
Dorothy Feuerstein
		
Ida Jacobs Preiser
		Samuel Osherow
		Albert
Schmeidler
12
24
Neil Paul Cohen *
		Harold Siegel
SHABBAT FEBRUARY 12 & 13		 		Abraham Leon *
		Leah Weiss
*
Adar
February		
		Vladimir Sauer
18
2
Dr. Bernard Gutterman
1
13
Celia Brender
*
13
25
Maurice Brenman *
		Susan
Schram
		Ethel Goldblatt
		Estelle Friedman
19
3
Nathan Salzman
		Seymour Miller
		Lee Landis
		Evelyn Sidman *
2
14
Susan Radin
14
26
Morris Neibart
20
4
Blair Beinhaker *
Meyer Wexler
*
		Jean Tetelbaum
		Reuben
Leeb
3
15
Minnie Goldstein
		Howard Tozar		
		Daniel Milich
		Helen Jacobs
		Edward Schnaper *
4
16
Sol Chasin
21
5
Max Mintz
*
		Abraham Fand *
		Harry
Rubinson
		
Hans Loewensteiner *
		Ida Revitz
5
17
Dr. Daniel Glass
*denotes a plaque on the Yahrzeit wall.
		Isaac Israel
*
		Lena Rosenberg
		Fruma Segal
6
18
Ernest Goldberg *
		Rose Grandis
7
19
Jeannette Fogel
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MJCBY Is Not Responsible for the Content of or Statements in Any Ad
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ELLEN STOLOFF

Doctor Of Physical Therapy
Specialist In Geriatric Home Care
phone: 917-270-4661 email: ellen@ellenstoloffpt.com
fax: 973-533-0295
web: www.ellenstoloffpt.com

18 •
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600 Speedwell Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
973-539-3300

Christine M. Dangler, Mgr.-.N.J. Lic. No. 4706
Kip M. Dangler, Dir.- N.J. Lic. No. 3992
James E. Dangler
1948 – 2005

All Listings On This Page Are Advertisements of Outside Vendors –
MJCBY Is Not Responsible for the Content of or Statements in Any Ad
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MORRISTOWN JEWISH CENTER BEIT YISRAEL

•

177 Speedwell Avenue • Morristown, NJ 07960

(973) 538-9292 phone • office@mjcby.org • www.mjcby.org
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Log on for the Latest: www.MJCBY.org
Take a look at our new and improved website. You’ll find this snappy site chock full of news, events, photos and more! Log on at www.mjcby.org

SISTERHOOD JUDAICA GIFT SHOP

